
Helpful hints to land that Job! 
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Finding a job is your job

Prepare:

 Research the prospective employer

Know their history, mission, values

Slant your resume/CL toward things that will resonate with them

 Using the posting as a starting point

Write a resume or CV

Write a cover letter 

 Prepare for all types of questions

Open-ended

Situational

Behavioral
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Resume or CV?

 Resume is most effective for: 

 Business, industry, government jobs

 Jobs that include managerial responsibilities

 Jobs where performance is measured by results

 CV is appropriate for:

 Academic jobs

 Grant, scholarship and fellowship applications

 Adding your publications:

Most recently published, or those out for review (in italics) 

Research, presentations (you actually presented) and publications –

ensure they are all relevant to the position
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Sample Cover Letter 

Letterhead is nice touch

Catches hiring manager’s interest as a scientist 
and then brings it back to applicant’s own 
experience

Links skills and experience to Theory Center’s 
work

Makes both a professional and personal 
connection to the job

Keeps connection open with expectation of 
future contact
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Section takes up more room than it needs to

Education and experience should always start 
with most recent

Excellent focus on what applicant accomplished 
rather than description of jobs

Sample Resume 



Interviewing

 Research
 Employer, Hiring Manager, Job Opportunity

 Review Common Interview Questions and Prepare Responses

 Dress for Success

 Arrive early 

 Make Good First Impressions — to Everyone You Encounter.

 Be Authentic, Upbeat, Focused, Confident, Candid, and Concise.

 Remember Body Language, Avoiding Bad Habits. 

 Ask Insightful Questions.

 Sell Yourself Throughout and then Close the Deal.
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Networking / Technology

 Utilize Social Media
 LinkedIn

 Twitter

 Facebook

 Google+

 Your social “brand”

 Network network network
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Summary

 Job searching is a full time job, it will require energy, time and dedication

 Think about the “fit” not just the “job”

 Sell yourself!  

 One size does not fit all

 Be yourself!
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